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Abstract: The straddle-type monorail tour transit system is a light overhead steel structure, and
the lateral stiffness is generally low. However, the limit of the lateral natural vibration frequency
is not clear in the current codes of China, and designers may ignore it. Weak lateral stiffness will
lead to a violent vibration during vehicle operation and crowds walking, affecting human comfort
and structural safety. Based on a practical project, we tested the acceleration of a monorail vehicle
under full load conditions, and its running stability and ride comfort were assessed. Then, the impact
of pedestrians on lateral vibration under some working conditions was measured and analyzed.
Furthermore, the influence of different structural parameters on the lateral fundamental frequency
was investigated. The results showed the following: (i) The vehicle’s running stability and riding
comfort was good. However, human comfort was poor due to the weak lateral stiffness of the
structure, which was affected by human-induced vibration. (ii) The comprehensive response of the
structure increased with the increase in walking frequency, increased with the increase in the number
of people working or weight, and the growth speed slowed down. (iii) The structural stiffness was
most sensitive to the change in steel column diameter. (iv) The recommended value of the lateral
fundamental frequency limit for different spans of the straddle-type monorail tour transit system
was put forward. The recommended lower limit of fundamental frequency for a 15 m span is 5.0 Hz,
for an 18 m span it is 3.5 Hz, and for a 25 m span it is 2.8 Hz.

Keywords: straddle-type monorail tour transit system; lateral vibration; human-induced vibration;
comfort level

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of tourism and the improvement in the
awareness of natural landscape protection, more and more people have begun to think
about how to develop the tourism industry while protecting the original style of the
scenic spot and adapting to the complex and changeable terrain conditions. Therefore, the
straddle-type monorail tour transit system (MTTS) has gradually been popularized. As
a new type of rail transit, it has the advantages of a small land area, short construction
period, strong climbing ability, and strong terrain adaptability [1–4]. More than 30 projects
have been completed or are under construction in China, and typical projects are shown in
Figure 1.

Unlike the traditional monorail systems and railways, most MTTS have adapted
elevated steel structures with lightweight beams and heavy-weight vehicles, showing the
characteristics of small dead loads and large live loads. Therefore, the dynamic response of
the track structure during vehicle operation may be notable [5–8]. The tracking subsystem
of MTTS is composed of a track structure and a maintenance and evacuation platform for
relevant personnel. The track structure bears the vehicle load and acts as a rail. Different
from the traditional wheel–rail contact, the wheel–rail contact of the MTTS is a rubber
wheel contact, which also makes the research results of the traditional railway unable
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to be applied to the research of MTTS [9–11]. With the development of MTTS towards
long-span use, the dynamic interaction problem of track structure is becoming highly
prominent. While taking the vehicle or walking on the evacuation platform, a notable
vibration response may be present, which may cause human discomfort or even reduce
the safety and service life of the structure [12–14]. Thus, reducing the system’s dynamic
response [15–23] and improving the comfort of humans [24–27] have been researched topics
of great concern.
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Figure 1. Single track monorail project (left) and double track monorail project (right).

For the MTTS, the crowd belongs to an eccentric excitation force on the structure, and
the periodic lateral load will generate with walking, resulting in the lateral vibration of
the system. This problem has not received enough attention from engineers. In recent
years, some large-span structures have also experienced evident lateral vibrations caused
by pedestrians. The Millennium Bridge in London, UK, has experienced a severe lateral
vibration due to pedestrians, which has seriously affected pedestrian comfort and safety, re-
sulting in a significant phenomenon of “collective synchronization” of walking [28]. He [29]
et al. considered people as a time-varying dynamic model. They established the coupling
dynamic equation between the beam and the human to study the dynamic response of the
people and the structure. The results showed that a person’s natural frequency, walking
frequency, and speed were important factors affecting the structure’s dynamic response
and the person’s comfort. Many studies have also analyzed structural vibration and its
impact on comfort and studied methods to reduce vibration and improve comfort [30–32].
The technical code for urban pedestrian overpasses and pedestrian underpasses [33] is the
main code for designing pedestrian bridges in China. The frequency-adjustment method
is adopted to consider the vertical vibration of the structure, and the vertical frequency is
required to be no less than 3 Hz. However, the code does not provide further suggestions or
methods for evaluating vibration serviceability that cannot meet the code’s requirements,
and the problem of lateral vibration is still unresolved. Although there are differences
between MTTS and pedestrian bridges, the research results of pedestrian bridge vibra-
tion have significance for the research on pedestrian structure vibration of the evacuation
platform of the MTTS.

Based on a practical project, firstly, the vehicle full load operation dynamic test was
carried out by counterweight simulating passenger load, the single vibration “Sperling”
index was analyzed to evaluate the vehicle’s running stability, and the ride comfort was
studied. Furthermore, in the human-induced vibration test, the different numbers of people
and frequencies had different effects on the lateral vibration response of the structure. In
this paper, a deterministic pedestrian load model was introduced to explore the influence
of the number of people and step frequency on the structural response through the control
variable method. The sensitivity of the parameters, such as the thickness of the track wall
plate, the wall thickness of the column, the height, and the diameter, was analyzed using the
finite element method. Finally, based on pedestrian comfort, the comfort standard specified
in the German EN03 (2007) specification was taken as the basis, and in combination with
some provisions of the domestic GB50458-2008 Code for Design of Straddle Monorail
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Transit, the recommended limit values for the lateral fundamental frequency of different
spans of the steel structure monorail system were proposed.

2. Test Overview
2.1. Project Introduction

The project included a circular line with a total length of 341.6 m. The experimental
research was carried out only for three spans. The spans were 14.125 m, 17.875 m, and
20.768 m. The column diameters were 400 mm, 600 mm, and 700 mm. The section mainly
included straddle-type monorail vehicles, tracks, columns, and evacuation platforms. The
section form of the MTTS is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Section form of MTTS.

2.2. Test Content

The project was located in a construction area. According to the site conditions, we
selected the period without construction, and the wind speed was less than 1.0 m/s (no
wind or weak wind) to avoid the impact of the construction environment and wind-induced
vibration on the test. The test was divided into three parts: (i) Dynamic characteristic test.
The residual vibration method was adopted. The vehicle ran freely through the track, and
then the free attenuation signal in the structural response was extracted for modal parameter
identification. (ii) Vehicle running performance test. When the vehicle ran typically, we
measured the three-dimensional acceleration of the vehicle floor, then analyzed its running
stability and ride comfort. (iii) Human-induced vibration test. When pedestrians walked
on the evacuation platform, the acceleration response at the maximum point of the track
and the pier top amplitude were tested.

2.3. Layout of Measuring Points

The test instrument included eight acceleration sensors with a sensitivity of 0.33 m/s2,
two displacement meters with a sensitivity of 0.1183 mv/mm, and a YSV8008 dynamic
signal-acquisition instrument with eight channels. The vibration response of the track
under random load excitation was measured, and the natural vibration characteristics of
the structure were obtained by spectrum analysis.

In the test, ten lateral and vertical acceleration measuring points were located at the
mid-span and side column of the test section, numbered H/S 1–5 from left to right. Two
amplitude measuring points were located at the top of two columns in the middle of the
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test section. The vehicle ran on the whole line under full load, and five measuring points
were located on both sides’ bottom mounting surface and the floor surface of the cushion.
The layout of the measuring points is shown in Figure 3.
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3. Dynamic Characteristics and Comfort Analysis
3.1. Dynamic Characteristics Analysis

The residual vibration method was used to study the structure’s dynamic characteris-
tics. After analysis, the results of the span acceleration spectrum analysis were similar. This
paper extracted the signal of a mid-span acceleration sensor, analyzed the time-frequency
domain characteristics of the attenuation signal, and obtained the structure’s first four
natural vibration frequencies, as shown in Table 1. At the same time, the finite element
model was established by ANSYS for analysis. The theoretical analysis agreed with the
experimental results, and the finite element model could be further applied to relevant re-
search. We took lateral acceleration as an example. The test signal analysis and third-order
vibration mode are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Table 1. The first four frequencies of the structure.

Mode
Test ANSYS

Lateral Vertical Lateral Vertical

1 1.82 4.26 1.85 4.13
2 2.65 5.55 2.72 5.15
3 3.54 9.77 3.67 9.53
4 4.11 10.23 4.38 10.32
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The MTTS is a single-column structure. Combined with Figure 5 and Table 1, the first
three-track mode was lateral bending, and the lateral fundamental frequency was 1.82 Hz.
This indicates that its lateral stiffness was weak, and the lateral fundamental frequency was
close to the walking frequency of tourists, which easily causes resonance. Therefore, in the
design of MTTS, designers should focus on controlling the structure’s lateral stiffness.

3.2. Vehicle Operation Performance Analysis

The MTTS belongs to amusement facilities with high running stability and ride com-
fort requirements. Ride comfort reflects passengers’ subjective feelings about vibration
frequency and magnitude. In addition to having the same effect as ride comfort, running
stability reflects the train vibration’s objective frequency and extent [34]. Various vibrations
affect the train’s running stability and ride comfort during vehicle operation.

The Sperling stability index wi of a single vibration was analyzed and calculated
according to the literature [35]. The vehicles running in the circle line at an average driving
speed were evaluated according to the time history. After the 0.5–40 Hz band-pass filter
filtered the vibration acceleration of each measuring point, the stability index was calculated
every 5 m [36]. The method in UIC 513-1994 specification [37] of the International Union of
Railways was used to study ride comfort. We took some measuring points as examples.
The distribution of the stability and comfort index with time is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The results showed that the lateral stability index of each measuring point was smaller
than the vertical stability index at full load, indicating that the vehicle’s lateral stability was
better than the vertical stability. Only 1.4% of the vertical indicators exceeded the qualified
line in the whole process. The comfort index met the “comfort” standard. Generally
speaking, the vehicle operation performance under full load was good.

3.3. Human-Induced Vibration Analysis

The monorail system vehicle acts vertically on the track subsystem. With the track
structure’s refined fabrication and the curved sections’ speed limit requirements, the
track will not normally generate excessive vibration during vehicle driving. Relevant
research [6,38] has shown that the monorail system vehicles’ running stability and riding
comfort are good. When pedestrians walk on the evacuation platform, the crowd load
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acts eccentrically on the main structure of the MTTS. The lateral stiffness of the MTTS is
relatively weak, and the designers cannot ignore the lateral vibration caused by the crowd
load. Therefore, this paper only studied the lateral response of human-induced vibration.
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Figure 7. Comfort index under full load operation.

Three people (A, B, and C) participated in the human-induced vibration test. The
test conditions were divided into multi-person and multi-frequency walking to study the
impact of the number of excitations and frequency on the structural response. A stopwatch
timer controlled the excitation frequency. The acquisition time of each condition was 10 s.
At the same time, 10-person excitation conditions were simulated. Table 2 shows the
specific condition information, and the walking route is shown in Figure 3d. The field test
is shown in Figure 8.

When people generally walk on the evacuation platform, there is a slight lateral
amplitude on the top of the column. The measured lateral amplitude on the top of a column
is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the analysis that when the vibration was excited at
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the frequency of 2 Hz, the lateral amplitude of the column top was the measured maximum
value in all cases, which is consistent with the results of the measured and finite element
analysis that the fundamental frequency was about 2 Hz. The maximum amplitude of
the pier top met the requirement that the lateral displacement shall not exceed 15 mm as
specified in the reference [39].
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Table 2. Conditions information.

Test Conditions f /Hz Participants Excitation
Source

Number of people test

1 2 A Walk
2 2 A, B Walk in line
3 2 A, B, C Walk in line

4 2 Ten people
(70 kg/person) Walk in line

Walk frequency test

5 1
A Walk1 2

6 3

7 1
A, B Walk in line2 2

8 3

9 1
A, B, C Walk in line3 2

10 3

11 1 Ten people
(70 kg/person) Walk in line4 2

12 3

Compared with the fundamental vertical frequency, the fundamental lateral frequency
was smaller and closer to the human gait frequency, which more easily produces lateral
vibration. The fundamental vertical frequency met the comfort requirements specified in
the Chinese CJJ69-95 code [33], so this paper only studied the lateral response of human-
induced oscillation.

There are two methods to evaluate the comfort of human-induced vibration, avoiding
the sensitive frequency method and limiting the dynamic response value method. Avoiding
the sensitive frequency method requires that the natural vibration frequency of the structure
deviates from the step frequency range to prevent man–bridge resonance. The limited
dynamic response method requires that the maximum vibration acceleration of the system
meet the comfort limit requirements [40–42]. The existing pedestrian bridge specifications
at home and abroad have different provisions for human-induced vibration (Table 3).
Among them, the Chinese specifications do not specify the lateral comfort standard. The
German code considers the influence of the deviation between the structural frequency
and the pedestrian step frequency on the structure and believes that the system will have a
severe vibration response only when the fundamental structural frequency is close to the
pedestrian step frequency [43,44]. We combined the resonance characteristics of modern
steel structure bridges and the actual pedestrian crossing experience. This paper used
the method of pedestrian acceleration limit specified in the design guide EN03 (2007)
to evaluate comfort. The comfort distribution of human-induced vibration is shown in
Figure 10.

Table 3. Current codes on human-induced vibration at home and abroad.

Current Codes
Evaluation Standard of Human-Induced Vibration Comfort

Vertical Lateral

CJJ69-95 (China) f vertical ≥ 3 Hz -
BS5400 (Englind) amax ≤ 0.5 f v1

0.5 m/s2 -
EN03(2007) (Germany) amax ≤ 1.0 m/s2 amax < 1.0 m/s2

Bro2004 (Sweden) arms ≤ 0.5 m/s2 -
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Figure 10. Comfort distribution of human-induced vibration.

Table 3 and Figure 10 show that the self-reported walking experience was relatively
poor. For MTTS, even if the driving comfort is good, there is still a problem of poor pedes-
trian comfort. The lateral fundamental frequency of the structure should be controlled by
considering the factors of pedestrian comfort. However, the current domestic specifications
do not consider the impact of pedestrians on the lateral dynamic response of the structure,
and there are hidden dangers in comfort and safety. Therefore, it is important to clarify the
corresponding design parameters.

4. Analysis of Different Parameters
4.1. Pedestrian Load Model

During the complete gait cycle of pedestrian walking, the center of gravity fluctuates
up and down, and the force acting on the evacuation platform changes constantly. The
single-person continuous load model mainly includes the deterministic and random load
models. The deterministic load model is commonly used in engineering to describe the
walking load [45], as shown in Equation (1):

Fp(t) = G

[
1 +

n

∑
i=1

βi sin(2iπ fpt − Φi)

]
(1)

where G is the pedestrian weight, n is the order of the function, t is the time, f p is the
walking frequency, βi is the coefficient of the ith order Fourier series, and Φi is the phase
angle of the ith order load. β1 = 0.2611, f p − 0.2109, β2 = 0.09, β3 = 0.077, Φ1 = Φ2 = Φ3 = 0.

According to relevant research results [29,46–48], this paper selected the single-person
load step frequency of slow walking as 1.0 Hz, normal walking as 2.0 Hz, fast walking or
running as 3.0 Hz, and the load walking curve is shown in Figure 11.
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4.2. Influence of the Number of People on the Structural Response

The root-mean-square (RMS) of acceleration is a function of time. Considering the
influence of the overall acceleration response in the time history, it can better reflect the
attribute of structural response than the peak acceleration [49,50]. This paper divided
the acceleration time history data into calculation windows by 0.5 s, and the RMS of
acceleration in each window was calculated by MATLAB (Equation (2)). For condition
one, the acceleration time history and the RMS curve of measuring point H-3 are shown in
Figure 12.

aw =

 1
T

T∫
0

a2
w(t)dt


1
2

(2)

where aw(t) is the acceleration time history (m/s2), T is the total time (s), and aw is the RMS
of acceleration within the calculation window.
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To study the influence of the number of pedestrians on the structural response of
MTTS, we arranged different numbers of pedestrians to walk back and forth for 10 s along
the walking route shown in Figure 3d. The relationship between the number of pedestrians
or weight and the acceleration response is shown in Figure 13, where arms represents the
maximum RMS of acceleration. The results show that when the number of pedestrians
increased from 1 to 2, the RMS of acceleration response rose significantly. When the number
of pedestrians increased from 2 to 3, the increase in response was relatively small. The
structural response increased with the number of people and body weight, and the growth
rate slowed. In addition, the reaction of measuring points H-1 and H-5 under various
working conditions was slight because the measuring points were far from the excitation
position, and it had the same section as the column. The lateral restraint of the column on
the structure made its vibration weak. The acceleration of measuring point H-3 was the
maximum value under the same condition because the measuring point was located at the
mid-span of the personnel walking section, where the excitation was the largest. Still, the
constraint was relatively weak, making its vibration the most obvious.
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4.3. Influence of Walking Frequency on Structural Response

To study the influence of walking frequency on the structural response of MTTS, we
arranged different numbers of pedestrians to step back and forth at 1, 2, and 3 Hz along the
walking route shown in Figure 3d for 10 s. The relationship between walking frequency and
the acceleration response of each measuring point is shown in Figure 14. The results show
that the overall reaction of the track increased with the increase in walking frequency. For
the same number of people, when the walking frequency increased from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, the
structural acceleration response rose significantly. When the walking frequency increased
from 2 Hz to 3 Hz, the ratio of excitation frequency to structural natural frequency (1.82 Hz)
increased from 1.10 to 1.65, but the acceleration response of each measuring point decreased.
When the walking frequency was 2 Hz, there was a possibility of man–bridge resonance.
The measuring points H-1 and H-5 were in the same section with the column, and the
lateral restraint of the column on the structure made its vibration weak.
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4.4. Methods of Increasing Structural Stiffness

It is necessary to analyze the fundamental frequency changes to evaluate the sensitivity
of structural stiffness changes to different structural parameters. The structural parameters
were consistent with the engineering examples analyzed in Section 2.1. The change of
fundamental structural frequency under various conditions was analyzed by adjusting the
track wall thickness and the column wall thickness, height, and diameter. The changing
trend of fundamental structural frequency under different structural parameters is shown
in Figure 15.

Through analysis, the fundamental frequency of the structure changed obviously
with the structural parameters. If we adjusted the structural parameters slightly within a
reasonable range, there were differences in the change range of the fundamental frequency
of the structure. The fundamental frequency changed the fastest with the diameter of the
column, the wall thickness of the column changed the second-fastest, and the change of
speed with the height of the column was the slowest. That is, the structural stiffness was
the most sensitive to the change in the diameter of the column, and the sensitivity to the
height of the column was relatively weak. In design, when the structural rigidity does not
meet the requirements, we suggest first considering adjusting the diameter of the column.
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5. Study on the Limit of the Fundamental Lateral Frequency
5.1. Analysis of Human-Induced Vibration

The ANSYS established the finite element model. According to the deterministic load
model defined in Section 4.1, the time history analysis was carried out by walking in unison
within the whole span. The acceleration response corresponding to the measuring point
H-3 is shown in Figure 16. The simulation was in good agreement with the measured
result.
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Since the evacuation platform is the main structure for evacuating tourists, more
than one person will likely be walking on it simultaneously. This paper used 15 people
walking simultaneously, with an interval of 1 m between the front and back of the group,
walking at a step frequency of 2 Hz. The lateral vibration peak acceleration did not exceed
0.3 m/s2 according to the standards in the German EN03 (2007) code that analyzed the
lateral fundamental frequency limit of domestic MTTS. We considered that the weight of a
single person was 70 kg. The load walking curve is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Time history of walking load.

5.2. Discussion on the Limit of the Fundamental Frequency

It is necessary to analyze their acceleration response to evaluate whether structures
with different stiffnesses produce excessive vibration under pedestrian load. To study the
influence of structural stiffness on the structural response of the MTTS, we used the walking
load in Figure 17 as the excitation condition. The German EN03 (2007) code stipulates that
the lateral acceleration of the structure is not more than 0.3 m/s2 from the perspective of
pedestrian comfort, and the lateral fundamental frequency limit of the straddle PC structure
without pedestrians in the Code for Design of Straddle Monorail Traffic GB50458-2008 is
70/L (L represents the bridge span). This paper also considered avoiding the sensitive
frequency and limiting the dynamic response. Through finite element analysis, it explored
the value of the lateral fundamental frequency of the structure when the lateral acceleration
was just below 0.3 m/s2 to ensure that the pedestrian comfort reached the “comfort”
standard. In combination with the horizontal fundamental frequency value specified in
GB50458-2008 Code for Design of Straddle type Monorail Transit, the larger value of the
two was taken as the lower limit of the fundamental lateral frequency of the span straddle
type monorail tourism transportation system from the perspective of safety. For the span
length of 18 m, the time history curve of the lateral acceleration response of the structure
in the span with different lateral stiffnesses is shown in Figure 18. The lower limit of the
fundamental lateral frequency of different spans is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Lower limit of horizontal fundamental frequency of different spans.

Span/m Excitation
Source

Lateral Acceleration:
amax (m/s2)

Fundamental
Lateral

Frequency (Hz)

The Limit of Fundamental Frequency

Based on
Acceleration

Standard
Value (PC
Structure)

Recommended
Value

15

Full span crowd
walking at 2 Hz

1.21 1.87
5.0 4.7 5.00.29 4.93

18
1.19 1.85

2.8 3.5 3.50.29 2.79

25
0.97 1.51

2.5 2.8 2.80.28 2.42

Note: In the projects under construction and operation, the 15 m, 18 m, and 25 m spans accounted for 87% of the
total. The span selection is of universal significance.

It can be seen from Table 4 that, at the same span, with the increase in the lateral
stiffness of the structure, that is, the increase in the lateral fundamental frequency, the
lateral acceleration response in the middle of the span decreased. For MTTS, this paper
suggests that the lower limit of the fundamental frequency for the span length of 15 m is
5.0 Hz, for 18 m it is 3.5 Hz, and for 25 m it is 2.8 Hz.

6. Conclusions

This paper used a straddle-type monorail tour transit system as the background for
an experiment. We systematically studied vehicle running stability and pedestrian and
riding comfort based on the tracks’ dynamic characteristics. In addition, we used the finite
element analysis method to control the lateral vibration of the MTTS and put forward the
recommended value of the lateral fundamental frequency limit to optimize pedestrian
comfort and further improve the evaluation index of comfort in the current codes of China.
We can draw the following conclusions from our research:

(i) When the running stability and riding comfort of the MTTS are good, the comfort of
human-induced vibration may also be poor. The lateral stiffness of the track is weak,
and the fundamental lateral frequency is close to the activity frequency of tourists,
which easily causes resonance. Thus, the designer should focus on controlling the
structure’s lateral stiffness;

(ii) When pedestrians walk on the evacuation platform, the comprehensive response
of the structure increases with the increase in walking frequency. The increase in
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the number of pedestrians or total weight increases the structural response, and the
growth speed decreases with the increase in number or weight;

(iii) The structural stiffness of the MTTS has a different sensitivity to different parameters
and is most sensitive to the change in column diameter, followed by column wall
thickness;

(iv) According to the test and finite element analysis, for the 15 m, 18 m, and 25 m span of
MTTS, this paper suggests that the lower limit of the fundamental lateral frequency
for the span length of 15 m is 5.0 Hz, for 18 m it is 3.5 Hz, and for 25 m it is 2.8 Hz.
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